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MILAN 2033, SEEDS OF THE 
FUTURE  
 
 
ABSTRACT  
In 2013, the Politecnico di Milano celebrates its 150th 
anniversary. The closing event scheduled is a major exhibition at 
the Triennale di Milano, entitled Milano 2033. Seeds of the 
future. 
On this occasion, the University doesn’t want just to celebrate its 
history; rather look to the next near future and reflect on the 
issues of mobility, housing and production, with a special focus 
on the impact that energy, new materials and ICT will have on 
our daily lives in 20 years.  
150 micro stories, told during "impossible interviews" to the 
future citizens of Milan in 2033, illustrate how it could hopefully 
be life at that time: the public and private mobility, the living with 
the related services, organized according both top-down and 
bottom-up criteria, the new horizons of work and production, the 
return of the clean factory within the city and the growing 
phenomenon of makers.  
Along the path, prototypes, tools and models designed at the 
Politecnico during these 150 years reveal a special bond 
between the past and future of the city, the visible and the 
invisible dimension, the memory and the vision. 
The concept of the exhibition and the project layout is by the 
renowned Studio Azzurro, the Milanese group founded in 1982 to 
experiment the expressive possibilities of the new technologies 
in video-environments, sensitive and interactive spaces for 
museums and cultural institutions, theater performances and 
films. 
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MILAN 2033, SEEDS OF THE FUTURE. 

INTRODUCTION 
On Sunday, 29 November 1863, the Istituto Tecnico Superiore di 

Milano, the original nucleus of the Politecnico di Milano, was 

founded under the guidance of Francesco Brioschi. 150 years 

later, in addition to celebrating this anniversary, the university 

took advantage of this important event to create, over the course 

of an entire year, a journey to rediscover its origins and identity, 

creating ties with the territory in which it operates on a daily basis 

and to reflect on its role in a future perspective.  

It is within this framework that Milan 2033. Seeds of the future. 

150 years of the Politecnico di Milano took shape: an exhibition, 

in collaboration with the Triennale di Milano, that looks to our 

next twenty years and how the research and design experiments 

currently underway will shape our lives in the city, in Milan and in 

other realities throughout the world. “How will we travel, how will 

we live and how we will work (and study) in 2033?” and 

moreover “Which new communication technologies, materials 

and energy sources will constitute our everyday world?” These 

are the questions that were posed to a group of professors and 

researchers from different disciplines called on to take part in a 

large scientific committee. 

 

METHODS  

It has been possible to address the theoretical and creative effort 

implied by those challenging questions only through an extensive 

multidisciplinary approach: for this reason Seeds of the future is 

a collective exhibition, involving a scientific committee of 50 

professors in 12 Departments of the Politecnico di Milano in an 

unprecedented debate between different areas of knowledge.  

A true multidisciplinary approach, however, is always easier to 

mention that to achieve. The main question to address was a 

feasible way for an institution like the Politecnico di Milano, 

where so many different disciplines and backgrounds coexist, to 

design coherent visions for the future. Actually architects have 

visions often related to the physical dimension of the city (the so 

called bricks and mortar approach), engineers nurture 

technological visions, but often hyper-specialized and therefore 

necessarily partial , designers are more interested in forms of 
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social innovation. 

On three different topics of our everyday lives -living, working, 

moving around- and three transversal themes that permeate our 

daily life -energy, new materials and ICT technologies-, various 

impromptu meetings were held, under the Rector’s guidance, 

during which colleagues from different disciplines offered 

reflections, shared doubts and questions, reported cases and 

examples as well as outlined ideas and suggestions for the 

future. 

The produced material, characterized by a "multiple and different 

point of view of the city", constituted the foundation for the 

subsequent work: on one hand to organize and sort the collected 

fragments of the future, and on the other to tell the story of the 

emerged contents, avoiding cryptic or didactic styles and 

languages.  

To work on this systematization, two variables were borrowed 

from the European research project Spread 2050 Sustainable 

Lifestyles1 and used to organize the collected material. One 

variable is linked to the kinds of technology and the other to the 

leading values and principles supporting society. Technologies 

can be mainly pandemic (i.e. globally adopted dominant 

technologies) or endemic (i.e. emerging in different ways in the 

various local contexts). With regard to the values that support 

growth processes, it must be said that these values can, on the 

one hand, chiefly favor individual subjects (individual persons or 

companies) whose capacities make them rise above the context 

and that are able to successfully compete at a global level. On 

the other hand, they may also prevalently support communities 

of people (such as institutions or self-organized communities) 

who share responsibilities and generate the kind of “collective 

intelligence” that is often behind many cases of innovation. In the 

first case, the focus is on the best, in the second case on 

communities.  

The two axes of technology and social principles create four 

quadrants, which must be considered distinct but equally 

                                            
1 SPREAD Sustainable Lifestyles is a European research project (2011 -2012) 
coordinated by the Centre on Sustainable Consumption and Production (CSCP, 
Germany) which also included the participation of the INDACO Department of the 
Politecnico di Milano. The project involved different actors (including 
entrepreneurs, researchers and representatives of civil society) that aimed to 
develop visions of sustainable lifestyles in view of 2050. (www.sustainable-
lifestyles.eu). 
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legitimate scenarios that occur in all three sections (move, live 

and work) of the path of the exhibition. 

 

 
 

 

The governed city: technologies offered by the global market 

support forms of innovative management for the common good. 

In this scenario the city of the future calls for a strong focus on 

the decision-making processes, the enhancement of social 

networks, timely communication, the need to participate in 

collective decisions: the task of those who govern the city will be 

(even more) to define the rules of co-operation, adjust standards 

to encourage innovation, managing negotiation processes 

between social groups; 

 

Innovation on a global scale: pandemic technologies for 

individuals who work at an international level. The “universal 

language” of technology and entertainment, the global brands 

that unify today the world culture is well represented by the 

environment of any international airport. We face the challenge 

to make a more efficient use of resources, optimize energy 

consumption and provide timely services when needed. Energy 

production will be therefore without borders. Digital worldwide 

platforms will be used to connect all public utilities such as 

electricity, gas, water, waste management, mobility, emergencies 

figure 1  The systematization matrix 
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figure 2  The sketches which illustrate the story 

and security; 

 

The talent of individuals: endemic technologies for individuals 

(makers, new entrepreneurs and new generation artisans) who 

work locally. In order to meet the new demand for more 

personalized products and services, a new production system is 

already being created thanks to the availability of technology, the 

accessibility of common experiences, to the openness to the 

community and networks of expertise. Youth entrepreneurship 

initiatives give life to start-ups that appear as a small business or 

a high-tech craft, located in the basement of our home and ready 

to meet demands on the other side of the world. Production may 

even be performed by consumers themselves, the makers, with 

3D printers. In micro-enterprises, the factory is replaced by a 

simple flat, often the home of the entrepreneur, as was the case 

for artisans in the past. The entrepreneur does not require large 

amounts of capital and risk, but rather creativity and a strategic 

vision; 

 

The energy of communities: local technologies for a group of 

individuals who share community and solidarity values. In a 

connected world, small is not small, and local is not local. What 

is now small and local is also a node of the Internet. Its ability to 

be relevant, therefore, does not depend on its size, but on the 

nature and quality of its connections. Hence, the potential 

feasibility of a new socio-technical distributed system is born, in 

which the “global” emerges from the connection of a multiplicity 

of “local systems”. That is, systems whose scale and complexity 

are such as to be understandable and controllable by community 

residents, and adaptable to the resources available to them. 

 

The brief model outlined here was used to classify suggestions 

and the current kinds of innovation, to speak about what 

everyday life in Milan could be like in 2033 and to tidy 

memorabilia related to the recent history of the Politecnico di 

Milano. 
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RESULTS 
The exhibition unfolds smoothly and without interruption through 

12 installations, which develop the four scenarios according the 

three main themes of mobility, housing and work, intersected by 

the transversal ones of energy, materials and ICT. The 

installations consist in transparent glass totems, “inhabited” by 

the transparent images of the future citizens of Milan in 2033, 

featured by students, colleagues and friends of the Politecnico di 

Milano. When asked, through the visitors’ simple gesture of 

tapping the glass, they tell us about their travels and work, their 

home and what they eat, the children’s education and what it 

means to grow old... Every narrating voice is synchronized with 

an animation projected on the floor. A sketch, like that of a pencil 

on a notepad or chalk on a blackboard, interprets and visualizes 

each of the 150 stories, which constitute the core of the 

exhibition. The sketch is surrounded by a dashed bounding box, 

because in technical drawing you use the dashed line to design 

something hidden by something else. Similarly the future is not in 

front of us, but it hides behind the present time/space. 

The glance on the sequence of totems stimulates the visitor to 

compose endless montages, combining the images by proximity, 

causality, analogy. Everyone can cut them differently and no 

default viewpoint is privileged. The environment is designed as a 

"project sheet" on which to walk in order to know, without a 

unique or fixed path. The sketch, as a manual practice, becomes 

a privileged language: materializing the line in movement, it 

explains, predicts and illustrates something that has yet to exist, 

leaving room for any changes during the work in progress. The 

resulting environment is dialectical and immersive and endowed 

with unexpected dynamism. 
 
Along the path real objects reveal other stories within the story. 

The parade of the so called memorabilia expresses the historical 

and mnemonic substrate of the exhibition. These projects, 

prototypes and products, which have been designed during 150 

years by distinguished professors and students of the Politecnico 

di Milano, have introduced forms of disruptive innovation in the 

past and still carry the meaning of “future visions in the past”. 
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Therefore they function as connectors of visible and invisible 

dimensions, events and people far away in space and time.  
Hanging on the wall of the gallery you will find the so-called 

Seeds of the future collection, which presents projects and case 

studies, sometimes still in the very early stages of development, 

that may have a significant impact on our future lives. These 

include examples of important international architectural firms 

next to photographs of more ordinary - but still rare – products, 

services or buildings; models being studied and tested in the 

university's laboratories next to prototypes made by big 

companies and research centres.  

The last part of the exhibition focuses on the university’s history, 

from its establishment to the present day, explaining through 

dynamic visualizations and videos how the Politecnico di Milano 

came to be what it is today.  

The Semi di futuro….. e oltre [Seeds of the future.. and beyond] 

ending note stays with us as we head towards the exit, the 

entrance to the near future. All these visions of life as it may be 

in 2033 lead us to ask ourselves some questions, to think about 

what we believe the next twenty years will be like and what 

actions are needed for our wishes to come true.  

The result produced, on the whole, has an intangible quality, 

which goes beyond the installation that was on show at the 

Triennale di Milano from October 8 to December 22, 2013: the 

awareness of the role and ability of the Politecnico di Milano’s 

professors, researchers, students and the community as a whole 

to create and design advanced, multiple and positive visions, 

capable of impacting the life of the city (in Milan as well as other 

places in the world) in the coming years.  

150 scenarios of daily life narrated by citizens in 2033 to make 

the future friendly and designable and to stimulate a proactive 

debate on the possible innovative and environmental directions 

to be taken.  
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CONCLUSION 
The exhibition features 150 stories from everyday life, some 

advanced and others more traditional, some focusing on the 

talent of the individual, others more on a collective dimension. 

The scenarios may come true or they may occur in an opposite 

way. In 2033 some of the seeds of the future presented will still 

be in the germination process, others fully developed, while 

others will disappear without a trace; we will recognize ourselves 

in some, and less in others. This is not what matters. Rather it is 

important to focus on possible futures that encourage us to 

reflect on ourselves, how we envision ourselves over the next 

twenty years and which actions to take in order to outline what 

we hope will become a reality. 
 
At this point, one might wonder why we have chosen a timeframe 

of 20 years and not of 10 or 50 years.  
20 years is a period of time short enough to avoid simple science 

fiction clichés, but extensive enough to catch a glimpse of 

possible changes - some small, with a limited impact , others 

more radical - in our days. Innovation occurs at different speeds 

in various fields, from the accelerated pace of ICT technologies, 

from energy research and new materials to the slowest fields of 

infrastructure and construction. We will all be 20 years older: 

young people will be adults and adults will be elderly, the elderly 

figure 3  One of the twelve interactive totems with the interview to a Milanese 
of 2033 about the mobility.  
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will be extremely elderly, newborn babies will be 20 years old. If 

we close our eyes and think about how we will live, instead of a 

completely different world, we see a changed world, perhaps 

even profoundly, which is inevitably rooted in the world of our 

daily experience  
The interesting feature about this near future is that the way 

change is designed is up to us. We are the ones that, starting 

from the problems and opportunities of today, have to design the 

future. In order to design the future we must have a vision of 

where we want to go and put relevant technical solutions to the 

test. Like a child that looks to life and approaches the age of 20 

with many opportunities and possible futures, each person will 

have to choose their own. Not starting from scratch, but building 

on the shoulders of the previous generations that came before 

them. 
Therefore, understanding where we want to go is the first and 

decisive step: towards a world that is more fair? More 

sustainable? With more or less freedom? With more or less 

individual responsibility? But equally crucial is our ability to build 

technical solutions that are capable of opening new doors. The 

two dimensions, values and techniques, are closely intertwined 

and it would be wise to work on their relationship.	  	  

	  

The imaginative language of the exhibition is invented by Studio 

Azzurro, a framework of artistic research, that expresses itself 

through the languages of	  the new technologies. The group of 

video artists established in 1982 by Paolo Rosa, Fabio Cirifino 

and Leonardo Sangiorgi,  for over 30 years explores the poetic 

and expressive possibilities of these means, so crucial to 

contemporary relationships, through the realization of sensitive 

and interactive environments, theatrical performances and films, 

internationally acclaimed. 

In this occasion they wish to arouse curiosity and stimulate 

confident reflections about our own future, in tune with the design 

responsibility that the Politecnico di Milano has been spreading 

from Milan to the rest of the world for 150 years.  

Those expecting to see the fiction special effects will be 

disappointed. The animations are produced through a simple 

pencil and every 3D hyper-realistic rendering is accurately 
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avoided. The resulting poetic and deliberately abstract images 

are intended to trigger emotions and thoughts, rather than to 

disclose complex scientific content or anticipate what our reality 

will be 20 years from now.  

 

These scenarios, which are very different from one another, 

stress a significant underlying decision not to aim at a single all-

embracing future, but on the contrary, to aspire to a multitude of 

possible, multiple, changing, permeable, combined, high tech 

and low tech, advanced and traditional futures, in which 

everybody will be able to freely organize their daily life.  

 

 
 

The future  development of the project itself is actually under 

evaluation in form of a Seeds of the Future observatory and a 

think-tank of the “Made in Polimi” design scenarios. 
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